
Silence is golden with Fanless Network Switches 
It’s often the little things that make the difference for customer’s sourcing switching products; things that are under-estimated by 
many vendors. A common request is for fanless or low acoustic switches to suit the environment into which they will be deployed.

Delivering a better working environment Meeting the need for flexible fanless deployments
High port density rackmount switches with PoE are designed with cooling in mind, so fans play 

a crucial role - especially when in a wiring closet / stack arrangement. For larger server rooms, 

air conditioning is often mandatory to take care of excess heat and when combined with fans in 

networking equipment, the resulting noise levels can be quite high.

For remote, branch or small and medium organisations with limited or no dedicated IT server 

rooms, switches are often placed anywhere from an open plan office though to behind the 

counter shelves in retail shops. Such environments are more likely to use switches with less port 

density, but still have a need for PoE pass through to support VoIP phones and other powered 

devices. Any noise will need to be minimised - even on high port count switches, so switch 

acoustics have an important role in the decision making process.

Customers specifying low noise/acoustic levels or fanless environments are increasing in 

number as higher port density switches find their way into more open space deployments. VoIP, 

Surveillance and wireless access are pushing PoE enabled switches out into open areas. When 

evaluating which switches are fanless, information citing low acoustics or fanless as a feature 

may or may not be mentioned on product data sheets or manuals. This serves to make the 

buying decision process unnecessarily cumbersome. 

We recognise the role fanless switches play for customers from large enterprise deployments 

through to small corner shops. As such, we have a diverse range of fanless switches from 

Unmanaged 5 ports though to Smart Managed 48 ports, including support for up to 16 port 

PoE fanless needs.
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Unmanaged

FS205 FS208 FS305 FS308 FS105 FS108 FS108P FS116 FS116P JFS516 JFS524 GS205 GS208 GS305 GS308 GS105 GS108 GS116 JGS516 JGS524

Speed 10/100 GbE

Ports 5 8 5 8 5 8 8 16 16 16 24 5 8 5 8 5 8 16 16 24

PoE Yes Yes

Desktop/

Rackmount
Desktop Desktop/Rackmount Desktop Desktop/Rackmount

Warranty 2 Years 3 Years Lifetime 2 Years 3 Years Lifetime

Plus Plus Click Switch Smart

GS105E GS105PE GS108E GS108PE GS116E JGS524E GSS108E GSS116E FS526T FS750T2 GS108T GS110TP GS716T GS724T

Speed GbE 10/100 GbE

Ports 5 5 8 8 16 24 8 16 24 48 8 10 16 24

PoE
Powered 
Device Yes Pass 

Through Yes

Desktop/

Rackmount
Desktop Desktop/

Rackmount
Flexible 1-2-3-4 

Mounting Rackmount Desktop Rackmount

Warranty Lifetime


